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INNOVATIVE APPROACHES TO 
ADDRESSING AMR IN HUMANS 



The 10 ‘hot destinations’ 
named by The Wall Street 
Journal are: 
 
1. Faroe Islands 

2. Puebla, Mexica 

3. Kuelap, Peru 

4. Minneapolis 

6. Grenada 

7. Madagascar 

8. Montenegro 

9. Shanghai 

10. La Rioja, Spain 



Cutting the deficit by gutting 
our investment in innovation 
and education is like lightening 
an overloaded airplane by 
removing it’s engine. It may 
make you feel like you’re flying 
at first, but it won’t take long 
before you feel the impact 
 - Barack Obama 

“ 



INNOVATION OPPORTUNITIES IN AMR 
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The new suit features a number of improvements 
on existing models, notably better ventilation, 
meaning that health workers can work for much 
longer in hot conditions. It is also much easier to put 
on and take off, reducing opportunities for error. 
Alongside crowdsourcing a number of ideas, the 
prize enabled collaborations between universities 
and industry, for example between Du Pont and 
John Hopkins University for the production od the 
protective suit. 53 





WHO DEFINITION OF EHEALTH 

eHealth is the cost-effective and 
secure use of information and 
communications technologies in 
support of health-related fields, 
•  including health-care services 

•  health surveillance 

•  health literature & news 

•  health education, knowledge and research 
- (World Health Organization , Ninth plenary meeting, 25 May 2005 - Committee A, seventh report)  
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SURVEILLANCE SITES SURVEILLANCE SITES SURVEILLANCE SITES 

National coordinating centre 

National reference laboratory Global AMR surveillance system 
(GLASS) 



ABCLOUD REPORTING DATA: 
MAP OF ANTIMICROBIAL RESISTANCE IN RUSSIA 
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QUALITATIVE ASSESSMENT OF 
DATA  
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THE INNOVATION JOURNEY 
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THE CNN EFFECT 

Coverage of the first Gulf War and other crises of the early 1990s led officials 
at the Pentagon to coin the term “the CNN effect” to describe the perceived 
impact of real time, 24-hour news coverage on decision-making processes  
of the American government 



EUROPEAN OFFICIALS ESTABLISH 
INDICATORS FOR PROGRESS ON AMR 
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Measuring Impact  





Live as if you were  
to die tomorrow. 
Learn as if you  
were to live forever 
 - Mahatma Gandhi 

“ 





●  eLearning and blended learning 
allow for the combination of hands-
on, skills based training as well as  
self-directed, knowledge-based 
learning. Both may:  

–  Help reduce the costs associated 
with delivering educational content 

–  Facilitate the development and 
scalability of educational 
interventions 

–  Break down the geographical and 
temporal barriers that limit the 
access to, and availability of, 
education 

–  Improve access to relevant experts 
and novel curricula 

–  Allow for personalisation of  
e-learning based on learner 
behaviour 

  

–  Facilitate ‘immersive learning’ through 
augmented reality and 3D learning 
environments and ubiquitous learning 
through mobile learning and cloud 
learning environments 

  
 1. Shorbaji N et al. eLearning for undergraduate health professional education –  
a systematic review informing a radical transformation of health workforce development.  
Available from: http://whoeducationguidelines.org/content/elearning-report. Accessed 27 November 2013.  

E-LEARNING: HIGH IMPACT, LOW COST, WORK 
OR HOME BASED 



BLENDED LEARNING - ADDED VALUE 

Blended learning appears to have a consistent positive effect in comparison 
with no intervention, and to be more effective than or at least as effective as 
non-blended instruction for knowledge acquisition in health professions. Due 
to the large heterogeneity, the conclusion should be treated with caution. 



Brazil India Kenya Mexico United States 

Population  202 million  1.2 billion 45 million 123 million 318 million 

GNI (per capita, PPP) $15,900 $5,760 $2,890 $16,160 $55,860 

Nurses (per 1K people) 7.6 1.7 0.9 2.5 9.8 

Internet users (per 100 
people) 

57.6% 18 % 43.3 % 44.4 % 87.4 % 

Rural Population 15 % 68 % 75 % 21 % 19 % 

Health expenditure, total (% 
of GDP) 

9.7 4.0 4.5 6.2 17.1 

Three main causes of death  1.  Heart disease  
2.  Stroke  
3.  Diabetes  

1.  Heart disease 
2.  Diarrheal diseases 
3.  Lung diseases  

1.  HIV 
2.  Influenza 
3.  Diarrheal 

diseases 

1.  Heart disease 
2.  Diabetes 
3.  Kidney disease  

1.  Heart disease 
2.  Cancer 
3.  Respiratory disease 

Out-of-pocket health 
expenditure (% of total 
expenditure on health) 

29.9% 58.2% 44.6% 44.1% 11.8% 

RADICAL HEALTHCARE INNOVATION IS 
CROPPING UP DIFFERENTLY IN KEY MARKETS, 
WITH IMPORTANT ECONOMIC FACTORS 
DRIVING ENTREPRENEURIAL OPPORTUNITY 



ICT TOOLS ARE WIDELY USED IN SECONDARY EDUCATION, BUT 
ONLY SINGAPORE AND KOREA DO IT IN AN INTEGRATED WAY. 
SAMPLE OF ICT TOOLS IN SECONDARY EDUCATION – NON EXHAUSTIVE  







MOOCs: GARTNER HYPE CYCLE 



Representing UK higher 
education, the global 
number two HE brand, 
with 435K non-UK 
students at UK 
universities15 and an 
export value of £7.9bn16  

Cross-party support in 
England, Wales, 
Scotland and Northern 
Ireland and from within 
the higher education 
sector 

Participation of 17 elite 
UK universities, the 
British Library and British 
Council, with more 
partners in discussion 

Hosted by The Open 
University, a global 
leader in online and 
distance education for 44 
years, bringing a focus 
on student experience 

Focus on employability, 
with clear pathways into 
accredited learning 





I thoroughly enjoyed this course. I have learnt so much and continue to learn from the articles and 
documents posted. I have spread the word at the Hospital where I work about this course. I am sure 

there will be other persons joining the course in the future. A big thankyou to all the facilitators 
and participants for all the discussions and feedback. I particularly enjoyed the sections on 

behavioural change. Finally, our newly formed AMS group has been given a wealth of information, 
strategies and tools to help make it a success in my country.

The course was excellent ! The quality of its content, the availability of teachers, the 
comprehensiveness of the problem. 

The didactic way it was conducted , the simple way to present complex content of some topics.

What a fantastic course! Many thanks to Professor Nathwani, all the educators, and to everyone 
who participated. Wishing everyone much success on their antimicrobial stewardship journey.

Thank you for an excellent course. It has really brought my knowledge up to date about 
antimicrobial stewardship. I particularly liked the behaviour change as this is an element that is 

often overlooked.

I cannot believe this course is available for free, it is one of the most useful, practical courses I've 
ever been involved in and has left me feeling inspired and equipped with new skills and confidence 

to act on that inspiration. Thank you to all the educators for your passion and generosity.

I would like to express my pure gratitude to Professor Nathwani and his whole Team for delivering 
this wonderful ABS course which actually did meet the highest standards of online interactive 

education.

Thank you for an extremely enlightening and useful course. I have thoroughly enjoyed the global 
collaborative learning environment which has definitely provided me with a series of additional 

considerations for my own environment.

Total
Respondents 345

5Week most relevant to practice:

Run 1
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78
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40
Run 5

59
Run 6

16
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It’s a very interesting course, very well planned, and it’s going to be of much use since in my 
hospital we are trying to introduce or make a stewardship program I hope this will help me

Thank you for creating a very inspiring course which I personally feel has rejuvenated my 
enthusiasm for this subject and challenged me to consider alternative strategies.

ANTIMICROBIAL STEWARDSHIP MOOC





SPOOCs - SMALL, PRIVATE ONLINE COURSES 



AFRICAN STEWARDSHIP MOOC 
NURSES + IPC + WASH 2018 





OPPORTUNITY FOR LOW COST,  
HIGH IMPACT SOLUTIONS 













Fig 1. Schematic representation of the e-POCT algorithm. 

Keitel K, Kagoro F, Samaka J, Masimba J, Said Z, et al. (2017) A novel electronic algorithm using host biomarker point-of-care tests 
for the management of febrile illnesses in Tanzanian children (e-POCT): A randomized, controlled non-inferiority trial. PLOS 
Medicine 14(10): e1002411. https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pmed.1002411 
http://journals.plos.org/plosmedicine/article?id=10.1371/journal.pmed.1002411 
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Anaesthesia 
Volume 71, Issue 1, pages 58-66, 3 NOV 
2015 DOI: 10.1111/anae.13268 
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/
anae.13268/full#anae13268-fig-0003 

Options for 
data collection 

Traditional method 

Paper 
form 

Electronic 
entry 

Central 
database 

Mobile electronic  
data collection 

Mobile 
device 

Central 
database 

Corporate 
devices 

Bring your  
own device 

THE FEASIBILITY OF USING  
‘BRING YOUR OWN DEVICE’  
(BYOD) TECHNOLOGY FOR ELECTRONIC DATA CAPTURE IN 
MULTICENTRE MEDICAL AUDIT AND RESEARCH 



Anaesthesia 
Volume 71, Issue 1, pages 58-66, 3 NOV 
2015 DOI: 10.1111/anae.13268 
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/
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THE FEASIBILITY OF 
USING ‘BRING YOUR 
OWN DEVICE’  
(BYOD) TECHNOLOGY FOR 
ELECTRONIC DATA CAPTURE IN 
MULTICENTRE MEDICAL AUDIT 
AND RESEARCH 



Main screen offers 
access to 

guidelines, 
calculators, alert 
policy and other 

useful information. 

Search and  
Menu buttons 

Vancomycin 
calculator 

NEW CAPACITY FOR REAL TIME  
AUDIT DATA BEING INCORPORATED 



Measuring Antibiotic review :  
the challenge Quality indicator data collection via the 

Antimicrobial Companion app audit tool 





“USERS” 
 
“Jimmy” + “Jock” 
“Jake” + “Janice” 
 + service providers 
 + industry 
 
 
“TOOL KIT” 
Personas 
Empathy mapping 
Service Journeys 
Touchpoints 
Sustainability 
Ethnography 
Asset approach 
 
Products 
Services 
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PERSONAL TRAGEDY,  
COLLECTIVE RESPONSIBILITY 

The loss of Susan Fallon’s daughter to antibiotic resistant superbug was the 
waste of a beautiful young life that could so easily have been avoided 



EXAMPLES OF INNOVATION  
IN PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT 

•  PHE’s Keep Antibiotics Working / Antibiotic Guardian campaign 
 
•  BSAC’s Antibiotic Action network of champions, partners, and 

influencers 
 
•  BBC Pandemic app (crowdsourcing big data to prevent/control/

treat infection – it possesses huge potential) 
 
•  The Science Museum’s Superbugs: the fight for our lives public 

exhibition (which runs from Nov 2017 to spring 2019) 
 
•  The Mould that Changed the World (a musical production for 

school children that celebrates the discovery of penicillin while 
warning of a post-antibiotic age. It is to be premiered at the 
National Museum of Scotland, which is home to the Nobel  
Prize medal awarded to Fleming in 1945). This project is a 
collaboration between BSAC, Charades Theatre, and the 
University of Edinburgh 





Seize the Opportunity to innovate  



If you want to bring down the 
prices of healthcare and 
education, the answer will be 
more innovation, more 
technology, which will then 
have the effect of freaking 
everybody out and saying,  
‘Oh my God, you’re going  
to kill all the jobs.’ 
 - Marc Andreesen 

“ 


